Oxygen requirement of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation.
In the absence of electron acceptors and of oxygen a proton gradient was supported across thylakoid membranes of intact spinach chloroplasts by far-red illumination. It was decreased by red light. Inhibition by red light indicates effective control of cyclic electron flow by Photosystem II. Inhibition was released by oxygen which supported a large proton gradient. Oxygen appeared to act as electron acceptor simultaneously preventing over-reduction of electron carriers of the cyclic electron transport pathway. It thus has an important regulatory function in electron transport. Under anaerobic conditions, the inhibition of electron transport caused by red illumination could also be released and a large proton gradient could be established by oxaloacetate, nitrite and 3-phosphoglycerate, but not by bicarbonate. In the absence of oxygen, ATP levels remained low in chloroplasts illuminated with red light even when bicarbonate was present. They increased when electron acceptors were added which could release the over-reduction of the electron transport chain. Inhibition of electron transport in the presence of bicarbonate was relieved and CO2-fixation was initiated by oxygen concentrations as low as about 10 microM. Once CO2 fixation was initiated, very low oxygen levels were sufficient to sustain it. The results support the assumption that pseudocyclic electron transport is necessary to poise the electron transport chain so that a proper balance of linear and cyclic electron transport is established to supply ATP for CO2 reduction.